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Search engines

I Major role in the Internet economy

I most popular way to reach web pages

I 20 billion requests per month from US home and work computers only

For a given (set of) keyword(s), a search engine returns a ranked list of
links: the organic results.

Organic results are supposed to be based on relevance only

Is this true?

Each engine has its own formula to measure (or estimate) relevance.
May depend on user (IP address), location, etc.
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How are items ranked? Relevance vs expected revenue?
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barack obama basketball video - Google Search

https://www.google.ca/search?q=barack+obama+basketball+video&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&gws_rd=cr&ei=jBpBVqaLL8jGesPTjYgL[2015-11-09 17:11:24]

 

Any country
Country: Canada

Any time
Past hour
Past 24 hours
Past week
Past month
Past year

All results
Verbatim

About 11,000,000 results

 Barack Obama playing Basketball Game. AMAZING FOOTAGE
 ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OIDdGQQ0L8

Images for barack obama basketball video

Barack Obama's basketball fail - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmTfKPx1Cug
1 Apr 2013 - 1 min - Uploaded by The Telegraph

Web Images Videos News Maps Books

► 1:31

Google+ Search Images Maps Play YouTube News Gmail More Sign in
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Do search engines return biased results?

Comparison between Google, Bing, and Blekko (Wright, 2012):

I Microsoft content is 26 times more likely to be displayed on the first
page of Bing than on any of the two other search engines

I Google content appears 17 times more often on the first page of a
Google search than on the other search engines

Search engines do favor their own content
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Do search engines return biased results?
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Search Neutrality (relevance only)
Some say search engines should be considered as a public utility.

Idea of search neutrality: All content should have the same chance of
being displayed if they have equivalent relevance. Content of higher
relevance should never be displayed in worst position.

More fair, better for users and for economy, encourages quality, etc.

What is the precise definition of “relevance”? Not addressed here ...

Debate: Should neutrality be imposed by law? Pros and cons.

Regulatory intervention: The European Commission, is progressing toward
an antitrust settlement deal with Google.

“Google must be even-handed. It must hold all services,
including its own, to exactly the same standards, using exactly
the same crawling, indexing, ranking, display, and penalty
algorithms.”
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In general: trade-off in the rankings

From the viewpoint of the SE: Tradeoff between

I relevance (long term profit)

versus

I expected revenue (short term profit)

Better relevance brings more customers in the long term because it builds
reputation.

What if the provider wants to optimize its long-term profit?
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Start with a simple stylized model

“To get elegant results and insight, start with simplified
model. If too hard, simplify more.”

– Newton laws in physics
– Erlang queueing formulas
– Black-Scholes in finance
– Etc.
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Model of search requests
Request: random vector Y = (M,R1,G1, . . . ,RM ,GM) where
M = number of pages that match the request;
Ri ∈ [0, 1]: measure of relevance of page i ;
Gi ∈ [0,K ]: expected revenue (direct or indirect) from page i .
Y has a prob. distribution over Ω = N× ([0, 1]× [0,K ])m0 .

Can be discrete or continuous.

y = (m, r1, g1, . . . , rm, gm) denotes a realization of Y .

ci,j(y) = P[click page i if in position j ] = click-through rate (CTR).
Assumed ↗ in ri and ↘ in j .

Decision (ranking) for any request y : Permutation π = (π(1), . . . , π(m)) of the
m matching pages. j = π(i) = position of i .

Local relevance and local revenue for y and π:

r(π, y) =
m∑
i=1

ci,π(i)(y)ri , g(π, y) =
m∑
i=1

ci,π(i)(y)gi .
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Deterministic stationary ranking policy µ
It assigns a permutation π = µ(y) ∈ Πm to each y ∈ Ω.

Q: Is this the most general type of policy?

Long-term expected relevance per request (reputation of the provider) and
expected revenue per request (from the organic links), for given µ:

r = r(µ) = E[r(µ(Y ),Y )],

g = g(µ) = E[g(µ(Y ),Y )].

Objective: Maximize long-term utility function ϕ(r , g).
Assumption: ϕ is strictly increasing in both r and g .

Example: expected revenue per unit of time

ϕ(r , g) = λ(r)(β + g) , where

λ(r) = arrival rate of requests, strictly increasing in r ;
β = E[revenue per request] from non-organic links (ads on root page);
g = E[revenue per request] from organic links.
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Randomized stationary ranking policy µ̃

µ̃(y) = {q(π, y) : π ∈ Πm}

is a probability distribution, for each y = (m, r1, g1, . . . , rm, gm) ∈ Ω.
Let zi ,j(y) = P[π(i) = j ] under µ̃.

Expected relevance

r = r(µ̃) = E

[∑
π

q(π,Y )
M∑
i=1

ci,π(i)(Y )Ri

]
= E

 M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

zi,j(Y )ci,j(Y )Ri


Expected revenue

g = g(µ̃) = E

[∑
π

q(π,Y )
M∑
i=1

ci,π(i)(Y )Gi

]
= E

 M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

zi,j(Y )ci,j(Y )Gi

 .
In terms of (r , g), we can redefine (simpler)
µ̃(y) = Z(y) = {zi ,j(y) ≥ 0 : 1 ≤ i , j ≤ m} (doubly stochastic matrix).
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Q: Here we have a stochastic dynamic programming problem, but the
rewards are not additive! Usual DP techniques do not apply.

How can we compute an optimal policy?

Seems very hard in general!
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Optimization problem

max
µ̃∈Ũ

ϕ(r , g)

subject to

r = E

 M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

zi ,j(Y )ci ,j(Y )Ri


g = E

 M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

zi ,j(Y )ci ,j(Y )Gi


µ̃(y) = Z(y) = {zi ,j(y) : 1 ≤ i , j ≤ m} for all y ∈ Ω.

To each µ̃ corresponds (r , g) = (r(µ̃), g(µ̃)).
Proposition: The set C = {(r(µ̃), g(µ̃)) : µ̃ ∈ Ũ} is convex.

Optimal value: ϕ∗ = max(r ,g)∈C ϕ(r , g) = ϕ(r∗, g∗) (optimal pair).

Idea: find (r∗, g∗) and recover an optimal policy from it.
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C

level curves of ϕ(r , g)

• (r∗, g∗)
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C

level curves of ϕ(r , g)

• (r∗, g∗)

∇ϕ(r∗, g∗)′(r − r∗, g − g∗) = 0

r

g
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Optimization

∇ϕ(r∗, g∗)′(r − r∗, g − g∗) = ϕr (r∗, g∗)(r − r∗) +ϕg (r∗, g∗)(g − g∗) = 0.

Let ρ∗ = ϕg (r∗, g∗)/ϕr (r∗, g∗) = slope of gradient.

Optimal value = max(r ,g)∈C ϕ(r , g) = max(r ,g)∈C(r − r∗ + ρ∗(g − g∗)).

Optimal “solution” satisfies (r∗, g∗) = arg max(r ,g)∈C(r + ρ∗g).

The optimal (r∗, g∗) is unique if the contour lines of ϕ are strictly convex.
True for example if ϕ(r , g) = rα(β + g) where α > 0.

The arg max is unique if and only if green line
ϕr (r∗, g∗)(r − r∗) + ϕg (r∗, g∗)(g − g∗) = 0 touches C at a single point.
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One more assumption

Standard assumption: click-through rate has separable form:

ci ,j(y) = θj ψ(ri ),

where 1 ≥ θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θm0 > 0 (ranking effect)
and ψ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] increasing.

Let R̃i := ψ(Ri )Ri , G̃i := ψ(Ri )Gi , and similarly for r̃i and g̃i . Then

r = E

 M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

zi ,j(Y )θj R̃i


and similarly for g .
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Optimality conditions, discrete case
Definition. A linear ordering policy with ratio ρ (LO-ρ policy) is a
(randomized) policy that ranks the pages by decreasing order of their
value of r̃i + ρg̃i with probability 1, for some ρ > 0, except perhaps when
θj ′ = θj where the order does not matter.

Theorem. Suppose Y has a discrete distribution, with p(y) = P[Y = y ].
Then any optimal randomized policy must be an LO-ρ policy.

Idea of proof: by an interchange argument. If for some y with p(y) > 0,
page i at position j has lower score r̃i + ρg̃i than the page at position
j ′ > j with probability δ > 0, we can gain by exchanging those pages, so
this is cannot be optimal.

One can find ρ∗ via a linear search on ρ (various methods for that). For
each ρ, one may evaluate the LO-ρ policy either exactly or by simulation.

Just finding ρ∗ appears sufficient to determine an optimal policy

Nice! Right?
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Beware of equalities!

What if two or more pages have the same value of R̃i + ρ∗G̃i?
Can we rank them arbitrarily?

The answer is NO.

Specifying ρ∗ is not enough to uniquely characterize an optimal
policy when equality can occur with positive probability.
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Counter-example.
Single request Y = y = (m, r1, g1, r2, g2) = (2, 1, 0, 1/5, 2).
ψ(ri ) = 1, (θ1, θ2) = (1, 1/2), ϕ(r , g) = r(1 + g).
For each request, P[ranking (1, 2)] = p = 1− P[ranking (2, 1)].

One finds that ϕ(r , g) = (7 + 4p)(3− p)/10, maximized at p∗ = 5/8.
This gives r∗ = 19/20, g∗ = 11/8, ϕ(r∗, g∗) = 361/160.

p = 0 gives ϕ(r , g) = 336/160 and p = 1 gives ϕ(r , g) = ϕ∗ = 352/160.

No optimal deterministic policy here!
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Continuous distribution for Y

Definition. A randomized policy µ̃ is called an LO-ρ policy if for almost
all Y , µ̃ sorts the pages by decreasing order of R̃i + ρG̃i , except perhaps at
positions j and j ′ where θj = θj ′ , at which the order can be arbitrary.

Theorem (necessary conditions). Any optimal policy must be an LO-ρ
policy with ρ = ρ∗.
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Continuous distribution for Y

Assumption A. For any ρ ≥ 0 and j > i > 0,

P[M ≥ j and R̃i + ρG̃i = R̃j + ρG̃j ] = 0.

Theorem (sufficient condition). Under Assumption A, for any ρ ≥ 0, a
deterministic LO-ρ policy sorts the pages for Y uniquely with probability
1. For ρ = ρ∗, this policy is optimal.

Idea: With probability 1, there is no equality.

In this case, it suffices to find ρ∗, which is a root of

ρ = h̃(ρ) := h(r , g) := ϕg (r , g)/ϕr (r , g).

Can be computed by a root-finding technique.

Proposition. (i) If h(r , g) is bounded over [0, 1]× [0,K ], then the
fixed-point equation h̃(ρ) = ρ has at least one solution in [0,∞).
(ii) If the derivative h̃′(ρ) < 1 for all ρ > 0, then the solution is unique.
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Proposition.
Suppose ϕ(r , g) = λ(r)(β + g).
(i) If λ(r)/λ′(r) is bounded for r ∈ [0, 1] and g(ρ(0)) > 0, then the fixed
point equation has at least one solution in [0,∞).
(ii) If λ(r)/λ′(r) is also non-decreasing in r , then the solution is unique.

Often, ρ 7→ h̃(ρ) is a contraction mapping. It is then rather simple and
efficient to compute a fixed point iteratively.

In this continuous case, computing an optimal deterministic policy
is relatively easy. It suffices to find the root ρ∗ and use the LO-ρ∗

policy, which combines optimally relevance and profit.
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What to do for the discrete case?

Very often, only a randomized policy can be optimal. But such a policy is
very hard to compute and use in general! Not good!

Much simpler and better solution:
In case of equality, add a small noise to Ri for each i involved in an
equality.
These noises can be taken uniform over (−ε, ε) for some tiny ε.
Then the probability of an equality becomes 0.

For very small ε (e.g., 10−10Ri ), the impact is negligible.

If suffices to compute ρ∗ with this “perturbed distribution.”
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Application to previous example
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More details

P. L’Ecuyer, P. Maille, N. Stier-Moses, and B. Tuffin. Revenue-Maximizing
Rankings for Online Platforms with Quality-Sensitive Consumers.

Cahier du GERAD

On my web page.

Also at https://hal.inria.fr/hal-00953790.

Quelques cours du DIRO utiles pour ce sujet:
Modèles stochastiques
Optimisation
Programmation dynamique
Simulation

https://hal.inria.fr/hal-00953790

